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This collaborative BIM-based design approach has transformed the way engineering projects are designed and reviewed. Accurate and efficient, well-detailed engineering models are the cornerstone of CSI ETABS technology and the heart of the design process. The CSI ETABS suite presents the ETABS Model without the need to
export data to the a3d design module of any Design Software. The standardized CSI ETABS structural modeling approach enables component integrations and makes CSI ETABS technology a perfect fit for a wide range of applications from access structures to commercial buildings. The following section presents a set of high level

features included in CSiDetail. 1) Design analysis tools to access the knowledge base of CSI ETABS, as well as tools for structural analysis based on physical calculations. 2) Visualization tools that enable immediate feedback of project data. 3) Inherent support for model construction based on physical analysis and structural analysis.
4) Detailed design analysis with an emphasis on optimization of structural and geometrical design. 5) Inherent support for computer aided design. The following section presents a set of high level features included in CSiDetail. 1) Design analysis tools to access the knowledge base of CSI ETABS, as well as tools for structural analysis
based on physical calculations. 2) Visualization tools that enable immediate feedback of project data. 3) Inherent support for model construction based on physical analysis and structural analysis. Drag and drop functionality Similar to Etabs model validation. Validate a structure model on site using the drag and drop function. Have

all model errors be identified in a single window, so you don't have to look for each of them individually. Use the drag and drop method to quickly validate a model on site. Submit one model, or drag from a number of models. This drag and drop feature has been improved to support large models.
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The new version contains several improvements and new elements. This latest version of ETABS offers comprehensive user assistance with a new and improved user interface, a revised timeline tool, an improved interface for advanced CAD users with new support for the CMCT, CEMT and
D Ani  ETABS 9.7.4 main objective is to extend the ETABS modeling and design capabilities and its use to the structural analysis of buildings. Therefore the volume model cannot use the same application as the surface model. Simulates a non-structural building analysis for an existing

building. ETABS is an intelligent program that will enable a team of engineers to design a building for a specific structure in one interactive session and later analyze the building in detail. At the right of the process, ETABS is a powerful tool and allows the production of accurate models using
a wide range of materials. The resulting model can then be directly used in any CAD software. A wide range of 2D schematic drawings can be generated from the model. How ETABS is used The structure of an existing building (sans.dwg) is brought into the studio. It is scanned using an

appropriate photogrammetric device and the data is loaded into ETABS using a CSiXCAD™ plug-in. The existing elements are isolated, three-dimensionally oriented and their positions are recorded. Based on the final scan of the building, ETABS is used to create a three-dimensional model.
This model can be shared via an ETABS™ link in the CSiXCAD™ plug-in, meaning that a model in one of ETABS™-supported CAD programs can be seamlessly shared with colleagues using an ETABS™ link in a CSiXCAD™ -managed CAD environment. This enables all users in the network to

work with the model as a whole, regardless of the CAD program the model is saved in, and regardless of which CAD program is used for creating the models. Once they are created, the relevant models can be sent back to the CSiXCAD™ plug-in and be used to update the building in the CAD
program of their choice. 5ec8ef588b
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